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voiume 31 ,No. 7 STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW November&, 1990 
BPILP Gains National Recognition at NAPIL 
grams, diversity, and funding student 
by Gretchen Stork fellowships. • 
The workshops also dealt with practic­
The Buffalo Public Interest Law Pro­ ing law in the 1990s, from environmental 
gram proved itself at the forefront of or­ and civil rights law to death penalty litiga­
ganizations of its kind at a national con­ tion, hate speech, starting a public inter­
ference October 19 and 20 in Washing­ est practice, women's rights, the home­
ton, D.C. less problem, gay and lesbian rights and 
BPILP won two prestigious national legal services in the upcoming decade. 
awards at the annual National Associa­ Panelists included public interest activ­
tion for Public Interest Law (NAPIL) ists, law school professors and deans, 
Conference, and BPILP co-coordinator and students. About 25 UB students at­
Kathleen Welch was elected President tended the job fair and were on hand for 
of the NAPIL Board of Directors. Saturday's awards banquet, opened by 
Third year student Tara Burke was consumer activist Ralph Nader. 
honored for the innovative BPILP in­ Kathleen Welch, a former NAPIL Vice­
ternship she began last summer with President, was elected Sunday to the 
Volunteer Lawyers Project. She~~.­ one-year term as President of the Na­
conference. One is to establish a post­ quirements of pro bono work prior to 
graduate fellowship program providing graduation. The program in place at the 
grant funds for projects serving under­ University of Pennsylvania is expected 
represented segments of society, either to offer more than 15,000 hours of legal 
by funding new staff positions at existing service yearly to the Philadelphia com­
organizations, or new independent proj­ munity, according to NAPIL, which could 
ects proposed by the recipients. mean serving 1,500 clients. 
The other resolution adopted at the Tulane's 1990 class was the first to 
conference is a call for all law schools to graduate with the pro bono requirement. 
create a pro bono requirement for stu­ All 253 graduates met the 20-hour com­
dents to graduate. The resolution does mittment. According to a class survey, 
not set out any hourly requirement, or 65 percent said it increased their willing­
define pro bono, except to say that it be ness to provide pro bono services in the 
work of a legal nature. future, anu 72 percent it increased their 
Currently four law schools, Tulane, confidence in their ability to handle cases 
Florida State, the University of Pennsyl­ for indigent clients. 
vania, and Valparaiso, have adopted re-
(from left to right) Chris Tlloma1 UB Law student; tarollne Durham, NAPIL staff attomey/campu1 organizer; 
Kathleen Welch UB Law student; and Robert Schiff, Esq. of Tuttle &Taylordinates local attorneys to tional Public Interest Coalition. She will 
Clrollne Durham, Tara Burtle UB Third Year Law Student 0utstandlng/Grand Recipient 
tenants in eviction cases in Buffalo City represent NAPll's97 member programs 
Court. Burke continues to work on the before groups such as the American 
pro bono project, which has succeeded Association of law Schools, and coordi­
to the extent that local attorneys are nate the organization's Executive Com­
now working with UB students to de­ mittee, which includes public interest at­
velop a program of advocacy for domes­ torneys and students. 
tic violence victims. Burke was one of "I'm honored to be one of the leaders," 
two students in the country recognized Welch said last week. "With member­
as an outstanding public interest recipi­ ship of well over half of American law 
ent. schools, NAPIL is clearly on the cutting 
BPILP also won recognition as one of edge of law school activism. Next year 
the two NAPIL member programs with NAPll hopes to raise significantly more 
the greatest growth. Thanks in major money to fund public interest jobs and to 
part to the strength of last year's pledge pressure law schools to take critical 
drive, BPILP increased its fundraising steps toward meeting the legal needs of 
from approximately $8,000 to over the underserved." 
$25,000. last year, NAPll 'member groups 
The conference and job fair attracted raised and distributed over $1.2 million 
over 1000 students and employers from to create public interest summer intern­
all over the country. Workshops were ships and some post-graduate fellow­
directed at making law schools more re­ ships. 
sponsive to fostering public interest ca­ In that vein, the NAPll Board of Direc­
reers, including loan forgiveness pro- tors endorsed two resolutions at the 
Moot Court Winners, Ken Sadaro and Todd Bushway 
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Capital Defense Work in Texas for Students HIGHLIGHTS 
near future to meet with students re­ UB, has described the work opportunity by John B. Licata garding the work involved at the appel­ for students as a "pure meritocracy with Attica Suit
Features Editor late level. no distinctions between law student and Filed••••••••••••••••••••••••••• pg. 2 
As a matter of economics Texas does associate. You're given the opportunity 
The Center for Appellate Advocacy not provide a public defender for an to be a lawyer." The lawyers at the 
and Education at the University of Texas accused individual and there is no right Texas Resourr;e Center do not handle Part II of AIDS 
law School (Texas Resource Center) is to counsel beyond the first appeal, the every case but recruit from the private and the Dental 
a non-profit organization working exclu­ inmates on death row rely on the Center sector to meet the volume of appeals Profession•••••••••••••••••• pg. 3 
sively with appeals of death row in­ to provide the nexus between convict filed by the inmates. Ms. Harrington 
mates. The Texas Resource Center is and volunteer attorney. The state does described the work as a "crisis oriented Faculty Statement and 1st
a new organization where students can appoint attorneys to indigent persons prioritizing. We have nine execution Amendmentimmediately assume responsibilities but based upon the amount of Constitu­ dates within the next thirty days. It's our 
commensurate with individual abilities tional errors found per case, sometimes goal to get stays (of execution] for all Liberties••••••••••••••••••••• pg. S 
in providing services for lawyers work­ as much as thirty between the local and nine inmates." 
ing on individual appeals. Ms. Eden state level, the defense provided is not Students who work at the Texas Election Day Voting
Harrington, one of the lawyers at the alwaysatthedesirablelevel. Mr. Palmer Resource Center will be doing "alot of Guide•••••..••••.•••••..•••••• pg.9 
Center, will be on the UB campus in the Singleton, instructor of Criminal Law at CONTINUED ON PG. 9 
Civil Suit Filed Over Attica Massacre 
by Scot Fisher & 
Nathaniel Charny 
What has been described by a New 
York State commission as "the worst 
bloodletting of Americans by Americans 
since the Civil War" is the cause of 
action in a civil suit brought on behalf of 
the inmates of Attica Correctional Facil­
ity against the State of New York. The 
two billion dollar law suit against the 
state will go to trial in Federal District 
Court in Buffalo during the Spring of 
1991. 
According to Elizabeth Fink, lead coun­
sel for the law suit, the inmates of Attica 
are suing the State for one billion dollars 
in compensatory damages and one bil­
lion dollars in punitive damages as a 
result of the massacre that resulted from 
the State's reaction to the 1971 inmate's 
uprising at Attica. 
One U.B. Law graduate, Joe Heath, 
joined the team of attorney's working on 
the Attica litigation while still a law stu­
dent at U.B. "Working on the criminal 
defense of the Attica Brothers while in 
law school was one of the most influen­
tial experiences of my life," explains 
Heath. "I have been involved ever since." 
Heath is now co-counsel with Fink in the 
civil law suit. 
"One of the principle reasons for the 
law suit is because the true story of the 
Attica Uprising has never been told," 
stated Fink. 
On September 10, 1971 , the inmates 
of Attica took control of the Western 
New York prison to protest the petty 
humiliations and racism that character­
ized prison life in New York State. The 
inmates took several hostages and took 
control of the ''yard," the open space 
within the walls of the Prison provided 
for recreation. Their demands - reme­
dies of the overcrowding situation, a 
concern for the religious beliefs of the in-
mates and basic human rights - were 
presented to the warden of the facility. 
The warden's response was extreme. 
Only days later were the numbers 
calculable ; 43 people were dead; 33 
inmates and 10 civilian workers. The 
County Coroner reported to the state 
that all of the dead were killed by the 
state police. 
"The irony," according to Fink, "is about 
human nature. The state believed that 
the inmates were totally barbaric and 
inhuman. And the inmates never be­
lieved that the state would act in such a 
barbaric and inhuman way. Yet, the 
inmates did not kill any of the hostages, 
it was the guards and officials of the 
prison that did the killing." 
The Attica inmates suit is based on 
three causes of action. First, they are 
suing for the excessive force and mali­
cious intent used by the state police in 
storming the prison. Second, there was 
a complete failure to provide any medi­
cal care for the inmates after the shoot­
ing. Third, the inmates were subject to 
torture and brutality once the police 
gained control of the facility. 
Fink explains, ''for the first cause of ac­
tion we have shown that the State police 
did everything possible to maximize the 
injuries caused by their attempts to regain 
control of the yard. To begin with, it is 
undisputed that the police fired 450 
rounds of ammunition into a crowd of 
unarmed men. These men had no guns 
and the guards knew it," according to 
Fink. 'What is worse is the [type of] 
ammunition used." For example, the 
state police stood on the walls of Attica 
that surrounded the yard and sprayed 
"double-O buckshot" into the crowd of 
men in the yard. In addition, the police 
used "dum-dum bullets" which are de­
signed to explode on contact. "Dum­
dum" bullets are so brutal and uncivi­
lized that they are outlawed by the 
Geneva Convention. 
After the assault was over, the De­
partment of Corrections announced that 
all of the hostages killed were murdered 
by the inmates. The Monroe County 
Coroner revealed the truth, directly 
contradicting the propaganda released 
by the state. After examining the bodies 
of the dead hostages, the Coroner con­
cluded that the hostages were killed, not 
by the inmates, but by state police gun­
fire. 
Awidow of one of the civilian workers 
who was killed, successfully sued the 
state based on these facts. The Fourth 
Department, in Jones v, State of New 
.Ys21:K,408N.Y.S.2d 223, affirmed a Court 
of Claims decision to award damages 
based on the state's unlawful use of 
these weapons. 
Once the shooting stopped, the state's 
efforts to provide medical care to the 
wounded inmates was "totally inade­
quate," explains Fink. The prison had 
no blood or plasma on hand. Only two 
doctors, two nurses and a veterinarian 
were available to care for the wounded 
inmates. The National Guard, who were 
asked to be prepared to deal with the 
wounded inmates, were kept 45 min­
utes away. Many of the inmates who 
died simply bled to death. 
"Compare this to the provisions made 
fort he hostages," suggests Fink. "There 
were 39 ambulances waiting in front of 
the prison, one for each hostage. The 
state had made arrangements at three 
neighborhood hospitals for the care of 
the non-inmates wounded." 
The shooting at Attica ended at 
10:00am, according to Fink. Although 
most of the inmates wounded needed 
hospital treatment, it wasn't until 5:30pm 
- seven and a half hours later - that a 
single inmate was taken to a hospital. 
The third cause of action, for the bru­
tatlity and torture, is based on the state 
police behavior once they had taken 
control of the yard. Fink explains that 
"1200 people in the yard were tc,rtured 
by the state police." Fink describes.the 
yard after the shooting had ended. 
"There was glass everywhere. The 
inmates were surrounded by a gauntlet 
of officers with sticks and forced to run 
naked through the broken glass. Many 
inmates were singled out for torture by 
having an "X" marked on their backs. 
These men were beaten senseless by 
the police." Fink continues, "men being 
carried on stretchers were thrown off the 
stretchers and beaten. One inmate, had 
a shotgun shoved up his rectum and had 
his insides blown up." 
Another inmate was forced to lie naked 
on a table. A football was placed on his 
neck while the guards had shotguns 
held to his head. The inmate was told by 
the police that he would be shot if the 
football fell from his neck. He was then 
beaten senseless. 
The stories of humiliation and torture 
are nearly endless, explains Fink. ''The 
attorneys involved in the suit have re­
viewed over one-million documents on 
Attica. These are just a few examples of 
what really happened." 
The named defendants in the suit are 
the head of the Department of Correc­
tional Services, the head of the Attica 
Assault Force, the Warden and the 
DeputyWardenoftheprison. All named 
defendants are employees of the State 
of New York. 
The Second Circuit is now reviewing 
the defendant's motion for qualified 
immunity, which was denied by the 
District Court. If the Circuit affirms the 
district court's decision, a trial on the 
merits will be set for Buffalo, New York, 
in the Spring of 1991 . 
Joe Heath, now a Syracuse attorney, 
along with Brother Herbert, an inmate at 
Attica during the Uprising, will be speak­
ing at U.B. Law School during the week 
of November 12th as part of Human 
Rights Week. 
HUMAN RIGHTS WEEK: JOIN THE CELEBRATION!! 
Monday: November 12, 1990 
..Home to El Salvador•. Brown Bag luncheon-presenta-
tion and video on Salvadoran resettlement. 
12:15 p.m., Faculty Lounge, Room 545, O'Brian Hall. 
..Attica Uprising•. A discussion of the inmate uprising 
against oppressive prison conditions in 1971 at Attica 
Correctional Facility. 
5:00 p.m., Room 106, O'Brian Hall 
Tuesday: November 13, 1990 
..Public Interest Litigation•. Members of the UB law 
faculty and practicing Buffalo attorneys will deliver a 
panel presentation. 
12:15 p.m., Faculty lounge, Room 545, O'Brian Hall. Lunch 
will be served. 
..You Have Struck a Rock". Film concerning the women's 
resistance in South Africa. Loyce Stewart, who inter­
viewed Mandela after his release from prison, will give a 
presentation after the film. 
5:00 p.m., Room 106, O'Brian Hall. 
Wednesday, November 14, 1990 
..Common Threads•. Film on the AIDS quilt. 
12:15 p.m., Faculty Lounge, Room 545, O'Brian Hall. 
••seeing Double". An incisive look at the Palestine/Israel 
conflict by a San Francisco theater group. Student facili­
tated debate will fol!ow. 
5:00 p.m., Room 106. O'Brian Hall. 
Thursday. November 15. 1990 
••Refugee Luncheon•. Panel discussion regarding various 
aspects of refugees in the United States and Canada. 
12:15 p.m., Student Lounge, 1st floor, O'Brian Hall. Lunch 
will be served. 
"Hazardous Waste Issues•. Nicholas Morgan from the 
EPA's Federal Facilities Hazardous waste Compliance 
Office, will speak on federal policy and the current hazard­
ous waste problems in Eastern Europe. 
Evening lecture [exact time TBA], Room 106 O'Brian Hall. 
Plans for additional events are under way. Please call or 
visit the Human Rights Center, for up to the minute 
information regarding all events. 
Coffee, hot cider, bagels, and donuts will be sold every 
morning form 8:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. on the 1st floor of 
O'Brian Hall during Human Rights Week. Currently, we 
need additional volunteers to staff the ..breakfast• table. 
If interested, please contact Joy Mautner, at 636-2073. 
Volunteers are also needed to staff tables and dispense 
information on the death penalty, AIDS, refugee issues, 
and other topics. Tables will be set up in front of the law 
library between 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. throughout the week. 
If you have an hour to spare, we could use your assistance. 
REMINDER-November 7, 1990! ! All are invited to attend 
an informal luncheon/visit with Virginia Leary, Co-director 
of the Human Rights Center. Professor Leary will discuss 
her current work in Geneva. 
12:15 p.m., Faculty Lounge, Room 545, O'Brian Hall. 










Bridging Discrimination Gaps in the Law 
I 
management of debilitating cellulitis or 
I by Chet Gary severe pain.) The dentist must show 
l·ust cause, beyond a reasonable doubt, 
I . tMr. Gary is a practicing dentist and third why he would refuse to tre~t, term~n~ e, 
year law student. This is the last of a or refer the patient. Breach of this im-
II two-part series on AIDS and the Dental plied contract gives rise to actionable 
Profession. abandonment, and liabilitywould attach 
In the 1970's, many observers as- for any damages proximately caused by 
serted that all citizens enjoyed a Consti- the abandonment. 
tutional rightto health care. The empha- Dentists cannot legally withdraw from 
sisinRoey.Wade,410U.S.113(1973) unstable AIDS patients. But this does 
and Doey, Bolton, 41 OU.S. 179 (1973) notforcethemtotreatthesepatients for 
I 
on the patient's ng. ht to receive· med'IcaI the l'ife of the ·IIIness. The d'isease typ·,_ 
service and a physician's right to pro- cally smolders and flares with opportun-ii 
vide it without governmental interfer- istic infections and routinely stabilizes, 
I: ence seemed to raise health care to a allowing dentists many opportunities to 
critical societal value. The Supreme give legal notice of withdrawal with ~ 
Court, however, never articulated any impunity. Although it protects some 
entitlement to health care. In Maher Y, AIDS patients from medically danger-
.fiwl, 432 U.S. 464, 469 (1977) the court ous refusals of treatment, the present 
stated that "the Constitution imposes no doctrine of abandonment will not guar-
obligation on the states...to pay any antee access to private dental care for
::.:!:::=:..::.:.:..:;.::...:.;:.;.:~.:.:,_.:.,;.;:.,_....:.,_...::.;;:.:.:.;:;.;;;;.;;.;..;.;.;;..;.;..:;_______ 
''Meeting the challenge 
of AIDS today will allow 
I' 
dentist-s to enhance their 
image as a true healing 
profession.'' 
medical expensesof indigents." In 1987, the great majority of infected patients. 
the 11th Circuit held that a patient had The doctrine also fails to protect new 
no Constitutional right to health care. patients from rejection based solely on 
Persons with AIDS suffer a full pano­ HIV status and legalizes referral of any 
ply of discrimination including loss of stabilized HIV infected patient. 
jobs, insurance, access to education, Conversely, dentists have no legal 
and medical and dental care. Although obligation to perform any dental proce­
no legal right to health care exists in the dure for patients not of record (new to 
United States, AIDS victims have re­ the practice) who are present for treat­
I, sorted to federal, state, and local dis­ ment of any type. Th~ dentist need only
crimination laws to protect themselves recommend another dentist or another 
from invidious discrimination as handi­ care facility. However, although the law 
capped persons to gain access to health may not impose an affirmative duty to 
care. Law, medicine, and Public Health treat new patients, it does prohibit dis­
officials must address the legal issue of crimination in the choice of patients.
controlling the AIDS epidemic without HIV seropositive and AIDS patients
risking the loss of individual rights. have resorted to local, state, and federal 
Discrimination may take two forms in anti-discrimination laws as one manner 
the denial of access to dental treatment: of dealing with arbitrary denial of dental 
refusal to treat and unnecessary refer­ treatment. The Supreme Court in School 
ral. The latter probably far outnumbers Bd. of Nassau County, EL Y--~, 
open refusal to tr'eat. Referral without held that the blood borne infectious 
adequate medical/dental basis amounts disease, tuberculosis, was a handicap 
to refusal of treatment. In addition to the within the meaning of Section 504 of the 
dislike of the high risk groups and the 1973 Rehabilitation Act. Section 504 
fear of treating a diseased patient, den­ defines a handicap as (1) a physical or 
tists makedisguised referrals of infected mental impairment which substantially
patients for economic reasons. Dentists limits one or more major life activities; 
dump HIV positive patients into public (2) where the person has a record of 
health hospitals and clinics since many impairment or is regarded as having an 
of these patients simply cannot afford impairment. It entitles persons with a 
care. But the prime motivation, in addi­ handicap or perceived handicap to be 
tion to the threat of infection, rests with free of discrimination in jobs, housing,
the fear that the presence of AIDS pa­ essential services, and places 9f public
tients in any practice will generate a fear accommodation. Because AIDS de­
of contagion strong enough to cause presses the immune system, it, like tu­
staff to quit and patients to leave. berculosis, impairs major life functions. 
The law clearly imposes a legal duty Hence, the federal courts, in Shuttle­
on the dentist to provide emergency and worth v. Broward County. Thomas Y,
continuing care for patients of record . Atascadero Unified School District, and 
Patients of record include persons who Chalk v. us Dist. Ct . Central Dist. of 
have or have had an established rela­ California defined AIDS as a handicap.
tionship with the practitioner within a But the protection only applies to feder­
reasonable time. The relationship en­ ally funded programs. This excludes a 
gages when the dentist forms an opin­ significant numberof dental offices, since 
ion or offers a diagnosis. Once the most do not accept Medicaid or any
doctor begins to treat a patient, the law other public funds. In these cases, 
presumes a relationship and the dentist patients will rely on state and local laws. 
has a legal duty to continue care until the Over twenty states officially consider 
patient no longer needs acute care for Al DS a handicap and have statutes pro­
the specific problem or until the patient's hibiting discrimination against handi­
condition stabilizes and the dentist pro­ capped persons. Several other states 
vides adequate notice of termination have unofficially determined AIDS­
that allows the patient to locate a new based discrimination to be improper.
dentist. (Dental acute care includes Also, most municipalities will treat AIDS 
. ..-. . -
law into three groups:as a handicap under Administrative 
Codes and patients discriminated 
I. Early statutes providing a longagainst 'in public places may seek re-
specific list ofcovered accommo­dress through this mechanism. Somemunicipalities have enacted specific or- dations. (Federal Law and a few 
states follow this form.)dinances not related to public accom-
modation laws. If these ordinances can 
II. Long qualified lists of covered overcome constitutional impediments, 
establishments but specificationthey will require private practitioners in 
that coverage is not limited to any of these cities (Los Angeles, WeSt 
delineate places. (About twentyHazelwood. California, San Francisco, 
states, including New York, applyand Austin) to treat all interested pa-
this less rigid form.)tients. Civil and criminal liability could 
111 .General characterization such 
attach for refusals. 
The issues raised in cases brought for 
as "all business establishmentsunlawful discrimina~ion in refu_sal of 
of every kind whatsoever." (As ofdent~I ,treatment will ~~Ip clarify t~e 
1988, twenty-three states em­dentists legal respon_sibihty to HIV ~n: 
ployed similar general statutes.)fected and AIDS patients. . The exis 
tence of a l~gal ~uty may ultimately_tur~ 
Historically, thecourts have construedon the pubhc-p~ivate status 0_f th~ i~di-
Category I laws strictly, suggesting theyvidualdentalofflce. l~future~iscnmin~-
tion cases, patients will most likelypredi- will only change through legislative 
amendment. Hence, when a Type Icate authority for their claims on public 
statute fails to mention a dental office, itaccommodation statutes successfully 
will likely not be included in the definitionutilized during the zenith of the civil 
of public accommodation absent legis­rights movement. "Public accommoda­
lative amendment. In Class II statutes,tion" is a ''term of art" used to designate 
courts generally apply a rule of "ejudemplaces other than homes, schools, or 
generis". In a statute that lists specificwork settings as public, based on the 
places, the meaning of the general wordstheory that manyprivate establishments 
will generally include only places of thefunction to some degree publicly. De­
same. kind, class, or nature as thosetermination of what constitutes a public 
specifically enumerated. In New York,accommodation necessarily requires a 
category II laws reference to some typebalancing of the rights of property own­
of health or medical provision may allowers and those of the citizenry at large. 
inclusion of dental offices. Finally,underWhether courts will construe private 
Category Ill statutes, a substantial like­dental offices as places of public ac­
lihood always exists that courts couldcommodation will depend on the nature 
construe dental offices as places of publicof tile individual laws which vary among 
accommodation.jurisdictions from general to specific. 
Dentistry must develop ethical prin­Caldwell, "State Public Accommodation ' 
ciples which offer practical guidance toLaw, Fundamental Liberties, and En­
private practitioners in cases of discrimi­forcement Programs", Washington Law 
nation. Only a solution drafted byReview 40: 841 (1965), categorized the 
dentists can accurately draw the linevaried state approaches to this type of 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9 
I ·-~· "'·foori~n-~iewere ht.i.rt wh~n adriver fell asleep at the wheel. (SYRACUSE I 
:· eosT-STANDARD. 6/28190) · ..· ,• ; . 
:=/Adriver was.Jailed afte'rfourpassengers were lnjuredi following a high speed 
1(flde=dri'lnt6rstitiacf O,iii!fpass~11ger90mplained that he was dri,vi!1grecklessly, ·•·•· 
llalii\fttz;i t:::1:::;0::':::~:~:::::UE:;. 
?im&rtthefaix,flssues involv~:beconcerned aboutyour safety and choose anIR@lf~ii~~st;~·'t,.~fid•~.., ·.... ,.· +;,, .· 
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VOTE FOR JUSTICE THIS ELECTION DAY 
Sickening. Disgusting. Criminal. These are fitting words to describe the 
former Reagan administration and the current Bush administration. Any 
American who has been fooled or satisfied by the Reagan/Bush govern­
ment would be well advised to view Cover Up, a film which reveals the truth 
behind the notorious Iran-Contra scandal. This film provides ample 
evidence that Ronald Reagan, George Bush, Oliver North, Richard Secord, 
John Hull, Richard Singlaub, William "Bones" Casey, and other assorted 
reprobates conspired to steal the 1980presidential election, fund the illegal 
contra war, swap arms for hostages, sell drugs, and basically enrich their 
own wallets at the expense of human lives and this country's democracy. 
Harsh words? There aren't words harsh enough to condemn the 
criminals who used the White House as a base of operations to execute 
their heinous agenda. Reagan/Bush pledged weapons to the Khomeini 
regime in exchange for a delay in the release ofthe American hostages until 
after the 1980 Presidential election. Later, with the aid of Colonel North, 
Reagan/Bush swapped arms for other American hostages held in Lebanon 
and used the proceeds to fund the Contras. Murder, lies, and bribes were 
the order of the day. 
Reagan slinked out, Bushed slithered in. What have we seen since 
1988? The S&L crisis, the budget fiasco, a phony war on drugs and 
weakening of the fourth amendment, military monkeying in the Persian gulf 
on behalf of the oil companies, so on and so forth. Sadly, things have 
deteriorated. George Bush is no Ronald Reagan when it comes to fooling 
the public, but he is very much a graduate of the ethics-shmethics school 
of thought. 
This country must not be used as a tool to increase the profits of 
mercenaries, profiteers, and multinational corporations. On Election Day, 
use your vote to smash the cynicism and greed of those who would trade 
our freedoms for gold and abrogate their duties to uphold the law. Vote for 
justice and honesty, and help keep America a free country. 
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THE OPINION MAILBOX 
To the Editor: 
In our last issue, both I and The Opinion were criticized in a letter by Gary Ketcham. 
Mr.Ketcham was angry at me for editing an article which he submitted. He launched 
into a personal attack on me, and then accused The Opinion of political censorship. 
While I am not bothered by the personal attack (it's not pleasant to be dumped on, 
but I never expected to be pampered in this job), I feel it is important that this 
newspaper respond to Mr. Ketcham's allegations of censorship. 
The Opjnon does NOT censor, edit , or in any way alter articles or editorials based 
on their political content (if any). Mr. Ketcham's article was substantially edited for 
a number of reasons, but politics was not one of them. 
While the majority of the editors of The Opinion occupies the left of the political 
spectrum, we welcome and encourage editorials from all members of the law school 
community, be they right-wing, left-wing, or otherwise. 
Michael Gurwitz 
Layout Editor 
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MAILBOX CONTINUED 
To the Editor of The Opinion: 
Dear Dean Filvaroff: 
The mills of the gods grind slowly, but they grind exceedingly ... 
Very truly yours, 
Daniel Majchrzak, Jr. and 
John Wiencek 
To the Editor: 
I had an illuminating experience the other day when I went to the bank to withdraw 
a couple of bucks. Having an abysmally low balance, as usual, I decided to use the 
automatic teller machine outside the bank to make the minimum allowable with­
drawal of a ten spot. I find that using the ATM saves on the embarrassment of looking 
like a deadbeat in case the teller checks out your balance and you can't cover the 
measly ten. 
Anyhow, as I approached the machine I noticed awoman stationed on the sidewalk 
outside who was wearing the uniform, photo I. D., and badge of one of our charitable 
organizations. As I waited for my turn in line to use the ATM, I asked the woman what 
she was collecting for. Seeming quite pleased to have someone actually engage her 
in conversation, she enthusiastically explained that she was seeking donations for 
a local mission that provides food and shelter for the homeless. 
After I got my ten bucks from the machine Iturned to the woman and started digging 
through my pockets to see if I could rustle up some dough for the less fortunate. Just 
as I pulled a handful of change from my pocket, a rather well-healed looking, middle­
aged couple came out of the bank. From their attire I'd say they'd either just come 
from, or were headed to the golf course. As I stooped to recover the stray dime I had 
dropped and needed to round out an even dollar donation, I commented to the charity 
worker that it looked like it was up to us to help each other out nowadays, because 
the government sure as heck wasn't doing it. She readily agreed, and as I arose the 
well-to-do couple brushed by us both without pause, or comment, except for giving 
me a decidely dirty look. 
While I handed over my motley assortment of quruters, dimes, nickels and 
pennies, I said to the charity worker that it seemed pretty strange how Washington 
was able to come up with 500 BILLION in corporate charity to cover for the rich 
thieves who ripped us all off through the S&L scam, but when it came to the rest of 
us it was: "Sorry Pal- Time to Hit The Streets." 
At that moment the affluent couple again caught my eye. I couldn't help but notice 
because they were both quite plainly leering at me with most unpleasant and 
disapproving scowls. For a moment there I was sure that if looks could've killed, I 
was a dead man and would be pushing up daisies at Forest ,Lawn by noon. 
Being rather perplexed by their reaction to my comments, I continued to watch 
:hem as they strode swiftly away, still giving me quick, vexing looks all the while, until 
they finally turned their backs on both of us completely, and jumped into their shiny, 
new luxury import, which was conspicuously parked nearby - in the handicapped 
spot. HMMM!! 
Timothy E. Jennings 
A Response to Dean Filvaroff: 
Dean Filvaroff made two grave errors in his letter which appeared in the October 
23rd edition of The C).pjnjon. First, he used a disturbing incident as a platform for his 
defense of the infamous Faculty Statement. This made him appear more opportun­
istic than concerned aboutthe incident itself. A letter which should have been an utter 
condemnation of the cretins who carried out this act, and a detailed account of the 
administration's reaction to the act (ie. an investigation) became instead a call to rally 
around the Statement. 
Second, his association of this act and others like it to the Faculty Statement 
provides yet another reason why the Statement is invalid. Dean Filvaroff's defense 
of the Statement suggests that it may in fact be unconstitutional. I base this 
conclusion on the fact that the goal of the Statement is not sufficiently related to the 
&,tatement itself. As the Dean suggests, "it is conduct of this type [the sulfur throwing] 
and worse - assaultive conduct by those who would hide their identities while 
displaying their bias-which led to adoption of our Faculty Statement on Tolerance." 
Presumably then the goal was to curb acts of harassment and intimidation and this 
is addressed quite well in the second part of the Statement. 
The first section of the Statement, however, addresses speech and in fact requires 
stud~nts !o temper their speech. No one argues that throwing sulfur, slashing tires, 
leaving dismembered dolls or sending threatening letters is protected speech. So 
how can a statement of policy which was a reaction to such events legitimately seek 
to control speech. Simply stated, it cannot. 
As _I see it, t~e Faculty Statement cannot pass a review of its constitutionality. The 
test first requires a state action. Second, the action must be based on a legitimate 
purpose. Third, there must be some relationship between the purpose and in this 
case the policy. 
There is little doubt that the issuance of the statement was a state action. The 
faculty can be viewed as agents of the state making policy that will have effect in a 
state university. Likewise, there is little doubt that the purpose was legitimate. The 
faculty was trying to maintain a non-hostile environment in the law school for all 
students. 
The problem with the Statement, as I have suggested, lies in the relationship 
between the action and the purpose. First, let me suggest that this relationship 
should be particularly exacting because of its potential adverse effects on First 
Amendment rights. Having said this, a Statement which reacts to non-protected 
expression yet comtemplates restrictions on protected speech cannot be viewed as 
sufficiently satisfying the relationship required by law. 
May I sugge~t, t~erefore, that the faculty undertake to correct the first part of the 
S~atement makm~ 1t as clear ~bout speech as Dean Filvaroff suggests it is. Or, better 
still, abandon the first part entirely, addressing only issues of intolerable harassment 
ther~by matching the means to the goals as required by law. Finally, may I suggest 
!hat_ in the future, Dean Filvaroff not use the misfortunes of a group as a forum to 





To Die For? 
by Scot Fisher & 
Nathaniel Charny 
Last week, when the Kuwaiti Ambas­
sador to the United States visited U .B., 
in a fully-decked Slee Hall (potted plants, 
international flags, the President of the 
University, offical podiums, TV cameras, 
dozens of security guards, etc. ad nau­
seam) someone asked him, "Mr. Am­
bassador, why is it that, of the nine­
million people that live in Kuwait, only 
sixty-three thousand are allowed to vote? 
Why, Mr. Ambassador, are women 
denied the right to vote? Why are there 
no unions in Kuwait? Why are political 
parties outlawed?" 
Mr. Amabassador's response was "de­
mocracy takes time." Huh? 
A stone's throw away, Guatemalan 
National Labor Leader Sergio Munoz 
documented his people's attempts to 
wrestle control from a military dictator­
ship. Munozdescribedthetremendous 
poverty, unemployment, and health cri ­
sis that has plagued his country since 
the military rule began in 1954. Munoz 
explained about the state of terror in his 
country; mass firings of workers, death 
threats, workers kidnapped or killed, 
and the construction of concentration 
camps for political dissidents. "At the 
base of all of these factors is an absence 
of democracy," Munoz concluded. 
There is an irony here worth pointing 
out. 
There is no doubt that we, along with 
the entire world, should condemn the 
military invasion of Kuwait. The govern­
ment of Iraq does not have the right to 
impose its will on the~ of Kuwait. 
Therefore, Operation Desert Shield. 
Mr. Ambassador describes Operation 
Desert Shield as "a courageous posi­
tion" for the United States to take in 
defending the sovereign right to self­
determination. 
Meanwhile, one-thousand miles away 
from the U.S. border, the ~ofGua­
temala have consistently had their right 
to self-determination denied by a military 
government. which has been completely 
supported by the United States. Since 
the CIA-backed military coup over the 
democratically-elected government in 
1955, over 138 thousand Guatemalans 
have been murdered. 
The United States has financially sup­
ported the military government of Gua­
temala since its inception in 1954 (to the 
tune of over $400 million over the last 
three years alone) . 
Yet the people of Guatemela cannot 
read, they have no homes, they have no 
food, as Munoz explains, they have no 
democracy. 
In Kuwait, the government calls itself 
a democracy (as does Guatemala's gov­
ernment). In Kuwait, 2% of the popula- · 
tion control 100% of the oil (in Guate­
mala, 2% of the population control 70% 
of the land). 
Our government obviously does not 
care about the ~ of these coun­
tries. Democracy is certainly not the 
issue. Maybe it's something else. 
There were no TV cameras to greet 
Mr. Munoz, a representative of the 
people of Guatemala. President Sample 
chose to ignore the event. No flags, no 
potted plants, no podiums. Nothing. 
To the government of Kuwait we give 
potted plants, podiums, TV cameras ... 
and American lives. 
Maybe there is no irony here. 
What are you willing to kill for? 
"Dean Filvaroff, Please Read the Faculty Statement!'' 
by Jim Maisano 
At the end of the mailbox section in the 
last issue of The Opinion (10/23/90), UB 
Law Students had an opportunity to 
~ead a paragraph written by our dean 
condemning the attack at the Gay and 
Lesbian Coming Out Day Table. Why 
this letter was buried at the end was 
confusing; you would think a letter from 
the Dean would be treated with more 
respect. It is too bad the letter was not 
in a place of prominence so that more 
students could have read 1he Dean's 
ridiculous cheerleading for the Paculty 
Statement. 
First, I would like to fully condemn the 
attack on the gay and lesbian students. 
An attack on students due to their sexual 
orientation reminds me of the brutal 
attacks on protesters during the civil 
rights movement. Whoever you are out 
there that threw the vial of sulfur, YOU 
ARE A PATHETIC COWARD! 
Speaking of pathetic, let's turn to Dean 
Filvaroff's letter. At the very time a 
strong letter was needed by the Dean to 
condemn this despicable act, there were 
only two weak sentences about the at­
tack and a lot of rhetoric defending the 
Faculty Statement. It is an insult to 
those who care about confronting vio­
lence against gays and lesbians for the 
Dean to exploit this attack by using it as 
a forum for his own political agenda. 
The rest of this article is addressed to 
Dean Filvaroff. Have you ever actually 
read the Faculty Statement? In your 
letter you claim, "As indicated in that 
statement. expression is fully protected 
and will generate only responsive 
speech." This is certainly not how the 
Faculty Statement reads. The third 
paragraph of the Faculty Statement says 
the following: 
"By entering law school, and joining 
this legal community, each student's 
absolute right to liberty of speech must 
also become tempered in its exercise by 
the responsibility to promote equality 
and justice. Therefore, it should be 
understood that rerr.arks directed at 
another's race, religion, national origin, 
age, or sexual preference will be ill­
received, or that racist, sexist, homo­
phobic, and anti-lesbian, ageist, and 
ethnically derogatory statements, as well 
as other remarks based on prejudice 
and group stereotype will generate criti­
cal responses and swift, open con­
demnation by the faculty, wherever and 
however they occur." 
When I read the above language, the 
first thought that came to mind was 
hardly the "serious, even sharp, ex­
change of ideas with those whom one 
disagrees," as you state in your letter. 
Actually, I think about censorship and 
''thought police." Please stop insulting 
our intelligence by equating "swift, open 
condemnation" with "responsive 
speech." Now that you have pulled out 
the Faculty Statement, take out the dic­
tionary and look up "condemnation". My 
version of Webster's reads, "a) to ex­
press disapproval of; b) to find gu illy; c) 
to pronounce judgement against; d) 
strong reproof or censure." Only one 
definition comes close to "responsive 
speech." Thus, "swift, open condemna­
tion" does not necessarily mean speech. 
It can mean many things and this is why 
the Faculty Statement must be revised. 
Why isn'tthe Faculty Statement printed 
in the Bulletin and law school applica­
tion? It is remarkable that students walk 
through the doors of UB Law with no 
idea that they have just sacrificed the 
constitutional right to freedom of ex­
pression, since" each student's abso­
lute right to liberty must also become 
tempered in its exercise." Although the 
faculty may have had good intentions 
when they wrote this statement, it ap­
pears that they forgot about the First 
Amendment. It reads, "shall make no 
law ... abridging the freedom of speech." 
The case law does not support you 
either Dean, please see Brandenburg v. 
.QbiQ, 395 U.S. 444 (1969), and Qo.e_y_. 
University of Michigan, 721 F. Supp. 
852 (E.D. Mich. 1989). 
Your letter appears to be a response 
to the prior issue of The Opjnjon where 
the Faculty Statement Survey was re­
leased and 86% of the respondents 
wanted it repealed or revised, including 
two faculty members. Do you ever 
listen to the reasons why students dis­
like the Faculty Statement? The same 
students who want it changed would 
also condemn this attack on the gay 
and lesbian students. It is the third 
paragraph of the Faculty Statement. 
which deals with speech, which the 
majority of the students want repealed 
or revised. Yet, both you and the fac­
ulty do nothing to respond to these 
complaints . Please stop hiding behind 
the cloak of the lawsuit. If the faculty 
simply revised the statement, the suit 
could be settled . 
Yes, the tone of this letter is angry. I 
have been at this law school for a year 
and a half now and I am tired of the 
leadership void emanating from the 
Third Floor. As a student who firmly 
believes in the First Amendment, I am 
embarrassed by the Faculty Statement. 
This is not a private school, it is a law 
school of the State University of New 
York, and your salary is being paid by 
the taxpayers of this state and the stu­
dents. Thus, the policies of this institu­
tion must be applied equally to all stu­
dents, not just certain protected groups. 
There are students who are suppos­
edly protected by the Faculty State­
ment who dislike it. Many women, 
people of color, and gays and lesbians 
think the Faculty Statement is paternal­
istic and ~ctually damages efforts for 
social justice. 
Dean Filvaroff, the Faculty Statement 
debate has gone on way too long and 
demands a solution . I respectfully 
request that you apologize to the les­
bian and gay students for using their 
painful experience as a forum for your 
political agenda and that a faculty 
committee immediately be created to 
revise the Faculty Statement . 
In Defense of Affirmative Action 
by Angela Gott 
That article about "Affirmative Action" 
by Hans Tirpak requires a response! 
I am saddened by Bush's veto of the 
Civil Rights Bill and Congress's failure 
to override that veto. I just finished 
Shelby Steele's The Content of Our 
Character. It clarifies and puts into 
perspective the backlash against minor­
ity programs on our college and univer­
sity campuses across the country. 
My own theory on why in the 80's this 
has been coming about and gathering 
more and more support in 1990, is be­
cause today's white undergraduate 
students were born after the 1964 Civil 
Rights Legislation and after the 1965 
Voting Rights Act and long after the 
deaths of the Kennedy brothers and Dr. 
Martin Luther King. These students 
were 8 years old when Ronald Reagan 
won his first presidential election. Not 
only has he had a tremendous impact on 
our US Supreme Court's "Law of the 
Land", but he's dominated the hearts 
and minds of this nation's youth that 
have largely grown up in front of the TV! 
This generation of white youth has 
never observed first hand institutional­
ized acts of racial discrimination. If they 
bothered to pick up a copy of BLACK 
UKE ME written in 1962, to them, it 
would probably seem like "science fic­
tion" and they would not want to believe 
it. I'm saying today's youth do not have 
any "white guilt." They tend to support 
the concept of equal rights, until they 
perceive it deprives them personally of 
opportunities, and that's where they draw 
the line. These are the younger brothers 
and sisters of the "Me First" Yuppie 
generation ( the last of which came of 
age in 1983), the ones who voted Re­
agan into office the 2nd time (as first­
time voters) because ''they liked the 
money"-the expectation which his 
campaign had pressed into their hearts 
in return for their souls. 
I see the potential for this backlash 
movement to increase as time goes on. 
College and university administrators 
seem to be increasingly anxious to re­
cruit the middle class and upper middle 
class black students for their "affirma­
tive action" programs. This will serve to 
create a larger and larger "underclass" 
of blacks who will increasingly have to 
compete against academically over­
achieving minority students for limited 
spaces in special preference programs. 
Shelby Steele calls for focusing on de­
velopment programs, ratherthan merely 
increasing numbers of minorities. 
I feel higher education administrators 
still have an obligation to develop pro­
grams designed to create an environ­
ment where students accepted into 
academic programs will have the means 
to learn the subject matter and be able to 
demonstrate that knowledge adequately. 
~ust accepting students into a program 
1s not enough, particularly if some stu­
dents are determined to be "at risk" 
students, beforehand. 
White males traditionally have been 
given all the opportunities to succeed 
while everyone else, minorities and 
women, paid their income taxes year 
after year and were denied opportuni­
ties for educational and personal career 
advancement. White males have had 
such a head start that unless Civil Rights 
legislation was passed for the rest of us, 
we would never be able to catch up. 
White males never had to share before 
and never knew what it was like to be 
shut out strictly on the basis ofsex, race, 
or handicap! 
This is what equal opportunity is all 
about. Affirmative action programs have 
been instituted to undo the effects of in­
stitutionalized discrimination which have 
had an accumulative effect on genera­
tions of those historically disriminated 
against! It takes time to undo the harms 
created by discriminatory policies. 
Slowly, minorities and women have been 
making some progress and pursuing 
the same opportunities which tradition­
ally only went to white males! Times, 
they are a changing! While white males 
may not like the heat of the increased 
competition, they can always just catch 
a plane to South Africa or some other 
traditionally repressive nation. I hear 
Saddam Hussein is looking for a few 
good men! 
Blood Drive Today 
Please Donate!!! 
Ist Floor O'Brian Hall 
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The Law Library:The I tafian Loafer: 
1 Complaints and Responses
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I wouldn't call myself an epicure, but I 
like to eat on a regular basis. When I 
can't, my stomach makes more gyra­
tions than Justice Marshall in Marbury v. 
Madison. Work had kept me busy all 
morning with a few memos to write, a 
couple people to find and I had to take 
care of a suit for the senior partner. 
Taking that suit to the cleaners was the 
easiest thing I did all day. Coming back 
from the cleaners I chanced upon a 
recently opened diner called the Pro­
Rated Choice Cafe. It was a store-front 
operation with stenciled lettering on the 
windows proclaiming a righteous meal 
served with a side order of self-serving 
justification. My gut was too hungry to 
argue and in I went for that righteous 
meal. 
Just inside the door was a sign stating 
the policy of the diner about losing things 
and the management not being respon­
sible. A bunch of paragraphs followed 
the disclaimer arranged in near-haiku 
form containing some pretty pitiful alle­
gory. I grabbed a table near the door 
and within seconds my waitress arrived. 
She was cloaked in a transparent robe 
of legitimacy and held a stone tablet with 
cyrillic runes indelibly carved into its 
surf ace. I was about to speak when she 
held up her hand peremptorily and spoke 
in a strident tone. 
"You shall have black coffee, a bowl of 
primordial soup and a bald-faced sand­
wich of the First, Fourth and Ninth 
Amendments on a hard roll." She set 
down my coffee and started to walk 
away but turned when I called her back 
to the table . "Yes?" she said in a warn­
ing tone that made me give a second 
thought to expressing my displeasure. 
While generally a woman wrapped in a 
bedsheet makes my heart beat like the 
wings of hummingbird the look the wait­
ress gave me felt more like the beak of 
the raven piercing my lungs. I no longer 
had much of an appetite. Still, since I 
wasn't in physical danger I decided to 
press on and ask about seeing a menu. 
"We don 't have a menu here. There 
are no substitutions since we only serve 
our own ends," her voice was solid ice 
and her gaze went straight through me. 
I wished I had read the bad poetry out 
front , but a quick glance around the 
diner showed a sign by the front register 
saying all I needed to know - "Please 
Leave All Civil Liberties at the Door." I 
asked her if this meant I had no choice 
over what I wanted in my digestive sys­
tem. 
"I think it's pretty obvious that you 
have no decision in that regard. Your 
own pitiful judgment is too limited to 
completely understand the moral impli­
cations of what your thoughtless act will 
do to your own body," her eyes were 
beginning to smolder with a passion I 
knew did not include me in their scope of 
review. 
I tried to assert the concept of the 
paramountcy of the rights of the individ­
ual in the United States, the foundation 
of society in the right to choose and the 
reasonable expectation of privacy. I 
explained that utilizing moral indigna­
tion or outrage to force-feed someone 
your narrowly held perception of legal 
rights in a democracy does not comport 
with the original concept of government 
as a covenant amongst the People. That 
a society based upon a belief, by defini­
tion belonging to the individual, doesn't 
hold water unless you happen to be 
ruling by "divine-right" and that fortu­
nately that concept went the way of the 
dodo bird about a hundred years ago. 
"Don't talk to me about an extinct 
avian, you infidel. We are asserting a 
firm conviction that the inside of an indi­
vidual is the proper venue for the state to 
limit the freedoms granted in the 
Constitution of the United States of 
America. Our glorious country was 
founded by religious fanatics, let's not 
pay too much attention to the "separa­
tion of church and state." We don't 
object to the freedom of speech (ignore 
the deportation of the communists from 
1920-1950) and we have never attacked 
the Third Amendment. Control over 
internal bodily functions has too long 
been assumed to be an individual's 
choice. Now we have brought it into the 
political arena where it belongs," she 
was frothing at the mouth like Old Yeller 
in the corn crib by this time and I wished 
I had exercised my Second Amendment 
right by bringing a musket into the cafe. 
But I was not an acting militiaman so I 
had to settle for reminding her that the 
Third Amendment prohibits the quarter­
ing of troops in private residences dur­
ing time of peace. 
She turned beet red. "I know that, 
fiend. Realize this. That the home has 
always been of the utmost importance in 
the fabric of American life, coming sec­
ond only to the automobile. Your home 
is inviolable, unless you happen to fit a 
profile of extensive travel to coastal 
cities in the tropical zones as promul­
gated by the DEA and your local police," 
she really had all the angles covered. 
The food came but I didn't touch it. I 
asked her why we prevent government 
intrusion in our home yet insist that the 
government assert an interest in the 
privacy of certain rooms within the home. 
She turned on her heel and went to total 
my bill. 
I left without swallowing what they 
were dishing out, but I got stucl~ with a 
hefty check just the same. Sometimes 
it's better to go hungry than to give in to 
your visceral notions. 




November 12, 1990 at 5:00pm 
Please submit articles to Box 677 or 808. 
6 l'uesdayNovember 6; 1990' ; The-Op;,;iori,.--
The Complaint; Why are current law reviews on reserve? Can you make them any 
more accessible? 
The Response; Current (unbound) law reviews are in high demand. Before they 
were placed on reserve, we received many complaints that users cou~ ~ find 
particular issues despite diligent searches throughout the library. A sIgrnf1cant 
number of these issues disappeared permanently, necessitating their repurchase at 
approximately $15 per issue in order to complete the volumes for bi~ing. Since 
placing unbound law reviews on reserve, this problem has virtually disappeared. 
True, what we have gained in security, we have lost in browsability. Any sugges­
tions? 
The Complaint; Please put signs "for law students only" on all carrel doors 
throughout the library. Non-law students use them, sit in there in twos, then have the 
nerve to talk and collaborate. When told they should not be in carrels, they state there 
is "no sign on the door!" Installing locks is one thing; signs aren~t anywbere nearly 
as expensive. Please replace those missing. You have a legitimate way to oust 
these people, please use it! 
The Response; We have found that as quickly as new signs are put up, people 
deface them or remove them. To secure the next batch of signs we have ordered 
a product called Protect-o-film. While delivery was promised October 1, the produ~ 
hasn't arrived yet. As soon as it arrives, the signs will be put up in what we hope will 
be a secure and aesthetically pleasing manner. We apologize for the delay in 
replacing the defaced signs. 
The Complaint; Men continue to use the Women's bathroom on the 6th floor. It 
continues to amaze me how ignorant my fellow law students can be, and how lazy 
as well. 
The Response; It is indeed discouraging that some men refuse to cooperate in 
reserving the sixth floor lavatory !or _women. We have posted a C<?PY of _your 
complaint on the door and on the inside wall of that lavatory, appending to it the 
following message: 
GENTLEMEN - PLEASE 
This lavatory is reserved for women. 
Please use the lavatories on the 3rd, 4th, 5th, or 7th 
floors. Thank you. We hope that a gentle reminder will help. 
The Complaint; Please don't schedule WESTLAW and LEXIS training classes at the 
same time-it makes computerized searches completely unavailable for a substan­
tial block of time. 
The Response; The WESTLAW and LEXIS training on -:-uesday from 10:30 -12:15 
for students in the Advanced Legal Research class did close off general access to 
those databases for that relatively brief time. The sign-up sheets for all terminals 
gave advance warning of these scheduled classes. 
The October 16th class was a once-in-a-semester occurrence. In fact, next 
semester, we won't have to use the second floor terminals at all for group training 
since we will have extra terminals available in the Koren/AV Center for the usual 
three week period. 
Extensive LEXIS and WESTLAW access is now available to law students who 
have modem-equipped personal computers athome. See the student representa­
tives for LEXIS and WESTLAW for more information. 
The Complaint: It's freezing in here. Eseecially on the second floor. Can you do 
something about it? Please try to make it a little bit more pleasant for students to 
study in this law library. Thanks. 
The Response; We share your concern about the temperature control in the library. 
Please see the responses to complaint #16 and #50 for procedural information. 
Even when we report complaints to the Chilled Water Plant personnel about cold 
temperatures in O'Brian Hall, it can be several hours before it gets warmer because 
of the nature of the campus heating system. As noted in the response to complaint 
#16, you may want to dress in layers to be ready for whatever varying temperatures 
you may encounter here. (Editor's note: maybe the library should complain to the 
.wamz..Water Plant- ha-ha). 
The Complaint: The swing door at the circulation desk makes a tremendous loud 
noise. Please, oil it or take it off if you can. 
. The Response; Unfortunately, the swinging gate must remain. Without it, u nauthor­
ized people roam through the Reserve Collection, compromising its security. 
All library employees have been instructed to hold the gate as it closes behind them. 
The gate makes no noise at all when this procedure is followed with care. 
The Complaint; Though assured to the contrary on #56, no one knocked at the carrel 
doors on Sunday, 9/30. At 10:45 I stepped out of a 4th floor carrel into ink black 
darkness, the library having closed 45 mins. before. I had lost track of time. No one 
made an oral announcement on the floor, and we~see lights flashing. Please 
insist on personnel checking all the carrels. Fortunately exit lights were on and 
staircases were lighted. I was very terrified, I assure you. 
The Response; Yours is a serious complaint, and we are taking it seriously. The 
evening closers have been appraised of your complaint and the security issues it 
raises and re instructed to open~carrel and conference room door as they check 
the floors just prior to closing. 
We are also having windows installed in the carrel and conference room doors. 
This will cost about $2,000, but the gains in security and convenience seem 
immeasurable. 
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Shh! Be Wery, Wery Quiet- It's Wabbit Season! 
Society's Smallest Victims Need Our Help 
Attention K-Mart shoppers! As of the 
time of this writing, the following GUNS 
will be on sale: Savage 67 12-ga Pump 
Shotgun, only $160; Martin 995.22-cal 
Rifle, only $108.77; Winchester 12-ga 
Shotgun, only $186.97, and; Remington 
Apache 77.22-cal Rifle, only $79.97! I 
don't know about the rest of you, but this 
manly man is opting for the Savage 
Pump Shotgun. I'll buy the shotgun (no 
waiting period!), get myself some camou­
flage clothes so the deer don't mistake 
me for a human, get myself some camou­
flage toilet paper so the humans don't 
by Michael Gurwitz 
Layout Editor 
mistake me for a deer (now that would 
be an embarrassing way to go!), and go 
blast some venison (altogether, it works 
out to only $25 a pound, according to the 
NRA). Yup, it's hunting season - time 
to kill some animals and enjoy Mother 
Nature. 
Now I know thatthere are those of you 
who think hunting is cruel, but let me ask 
you, what's more cruel, shooting deer 
with high-powered rifles equipped with 
scopes (or, if you prefer, razor-sharp 
arrows), or letting them possibly starve 
to death. You know there's too many 
deeroutthere-we hunters tell you that 
all the time - and personaliy, my heart 
goesouttoallthosehungrydeer. That's 
why I liketoshootthem. The way I figure 
it, my buddies and I shot all of the deers' 
natural predators into oblivion (I have 
by Jerri B. Gordon 
I have observed and have received 
much pleasure 'in doing so, the majority 
of my fellow students putting a great 
deal of energy and effort fighting for the 
rights and freedoms of many groups; 
animal rights, handicapped, homosexu­
als, race, women, workers, etc. But 
these advances are primarily for adults 
and the plight of children is scarcely 
noted, if at all. The battles that young 
children are struggling in are ones that 
they are unprepared to fight. They need 
protections because children have the 
gift to show adults a way to break all 
barriers of prejudice. Children, by na­
ture, don't judge and the only way to 
protect them is by educating and reedu­
cating adults. 
One important goal must be to prove 
how unconstitutional 'tracking' young 
children is and to stop it. I watch in 
horror as it moves to younger levels 
each year. One grades cattle, not chil­
dren. Close your eyes for a minute and 
experience the life of a young child (more 
often then not, he'll be poor, of a darker 
complexion, or both), who begins our 
educational system with a bright flame 
of curiosity burning in his eyes and 
hopeful anticipation radiating on his face. 
He's then told he belongs in a 'low' 
group, which communicates to him that 
he is scarcely worthy of anyone's ef­
forts. Tragically, the other children see 
where he is on the school ladder and 
since they learn by example, treat him 
likewise. It is very much a social issue, 
rather then merely an educational one. 
By high school, he is a discipline prob­
lem, frequently illiterate, and tries to 
escape with drugs. These children hear 
things you and I don't know exist at an 
age when curiosity is often experimen­
tation. He never believes or tests his 
capabilities and he never experiences 
the ecstasy of learning. 
the most beautiful wolf and mountain 
lion heads mounted on the wall in my 
den), so now it's up to men to do the 
weeding out (don't get me wrong, gals. 
I know that women can hunt as well as 
men, but the majority of hunters are 
male. I dunno, maybe men like carrying 
around long, powerful rifles more than 
women do ... ). 
Where was I (lost my train of thought 
thinking about the pleasures of shooting 
off my big gun)? Ah , yes - predation. 
As I was saying, people have tG take 
over the role of predators now. That's 
why hunters only kill the biggest and 
healthiest animals. I mean, that's how it 
works in the wild, right? You see, by 
killing off the biggest, fittest bucks, we 
leave behind a large ratio of female deer 
to second-rate male deer. That way, we 
encourage over-population, thereby 
ensuring ourselves of a large supply of 
living targets for the next hunting sea­
son. Maybe killing off the healthiest 
animals weakens the gene pool, but 
hey, I always manage to find a least one 
prime specimen to mount on my den 
wall. 
I get ticked off by people who would 
deny hunters the right to kill approxi­
mately 200 million animals a year (not to 
mention the estimated two animals we 
merely wound and cripple for every 
animal we kill). Why, hunters make up 
a whopping 7% of the U.S. population, 
so it's only fitting that we be allowed to 
kill animals that would normally be 
The 'high-track' children are also 
damaged as they develop an arrogantly 
selfish, exclusive personality, living only 
to themselves without ever having the 
experience of helping and understand­
ing those who manifest less of the world's 
standards. If children and people as a 
whole are not doing something to help 
lift someone else, they feel bored and 
empty, with their only goal being a de­
sire to have more money and more toys. 
I'm not in favor of subsidizing education 
for people to buy bigger and better 
everything. I'm in favor of incentives for 
people to be reeducated and inspired to 
take responsibility for every child's 
education. The experiences of so many 
children are filled with repressions and 
injustices that must be remedied. We 
cannot continue to deny them the radi­
ant truths of this life because we will not 
recognize their right to them. However, 
truth itself will not free these children -
it's recognizing and working in it that will 
do that. 
Tracking is the worst form of segre­
gation. We need compassion and jus­
tice to convince each child at an early 
age that in the great structure of the 
universe, there is a special place for him 
and we need him in his place in order to 
benefit us all. Every child should have 
an opportunity to measure and test his 
own capabilities to be able to establish 
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around for the leftover 93% of you to 
enjoy (to think, some people actually 
enjoy seeing animals in the wild without 
actually killing them-what a waste!). A 
man's entitled to his fun, you know. In 
fact, it's been said by fellow hunters that 
if hunters couldn't go off into the woods 
to shoot a few animals, we might take 
out our frustrations on our wife and kids. 
Let's get one thing straight: if it weren't 
for hunters' money, state and wildlife 
officials wouldn't be able to afford all 
those wonderful game management 
programs that provide us with so many 
warm-blooded targets. What programs, 
you ask? Well, aside from the above­
mentioned killing off the healthiest bucks, 
there are two other ways to ensure a 
large deer population. The first is to 
clear-cut, bulldoze, burn, or poison away 
millions of acres of public forests to 
create low browse habitat for deer. The 
second is to kill off, orotherwise discour­
age, non-game species which would 
ordinarily prey on, orcompete with, those 
animals hunters enjoy killing, like deer. 
If it weren't for game management pro­
grams, and the conservation depart­
ments stacked with hunters, our deer 
wouldn't be able to breed to the point 
where we could claim they were going to 
starve! 
The most annoying thing to me is to 
have somebody tell me that they think 
hunting is cruel. That's why I'm glad that 
New York State has passed the hunter 
harassment law (Art. 11, Sec. 11-0110, 
the best sort of inner mental picture. 
The primary benefits would be confi­
dence, discipline, a sense of self-es­
teem, and useful practical knowledge. 
The reality of the situation appears to be 
a great deal less then these simple 
expectations. 
Perhaps what is needed is a new 
approach to an old idea from the Decla­
ration of Independence: "We hold these 
truths to be self-evident, that all men 
[women and children] are created 
equal~hat they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain inalienable rights; 
that among these are life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness." Tracking and 
suspensions are destroying the future of 
many young lives. Children are not at 
liberty to choose the track they areplaced 
in and soon discover disappointment 
and humiliation if they're not fortunate 
enough to be quick witted or to have a 
look of acceptability. Tragically, there is 
a strong probability that these defeated 
children will remain on the track where 
they were early placed for the rest of 
their lives. It is a form of monotonous 
slavery and should be abolished, if not 
by the schools, then by the people them­
selves. I am for any system that allows 
its populace to learn and live in dignity, 
~ut I'm against any that does not. Since •is Sn-mm AVttlu., Salk 62 
Ive been here, I've mostly learned that ~ Yori<, N.Y. 10001 
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McKinney's). This law maQs it illegal 
for people who disagree witll hunting to 
actually tell me in person. Lat weekend 
I was in a public forest shooing at squir­
rels to pass the time, whfn this guy 
came up to me and said "wt; don't you 
find a less violent way of -'1joying na­
ture." I was shocked, oU,aged, and 
most importantly, annoyect You see, 
the hunter harassment la ,nakes it a 
crime to do or say anythi"'I that "seri­
ously annoys" a hunter. I lled over a 
nearby game warden and ilad this guy 
arrested. Ha-ha! That feflow got 1O 
days in jail and a $250 fine tor daring to 
talk to me while I was shootiJrg squirrels! 
The funniest thing is, I've heard law­
yers who said that the hunter harass­
ment law is an unconstitutional limita­
tion on a person's freedonit of speech. 
Something about content-based restric­
tions, lack of compelling state interest, 
overbreadth...you know, legal techni­
calities. I had to laugh. You see, what 
all of those pinhead do-gooders and 
earnest lawyers don't realize is that it 
doesn't matter if a law is just, or consti­
tutional, or fair. What matters is how 
much money you have behind you to 
influence the politicians, and folks, I've 
got the NRA behind me. Well, gotta go 
now. It's time to grab some beers, pick 
up my buddies for a little male bonding 
in the woods, and kill some starving 
deer. But first, I think I'll sit down and 
polish my rifle. Oh, the power! 
burdened and limited by many laws. 
Laws are worth less than nothing if they 
don't stand by an individual when he 
needs help. Children don't need issues, 
philosophies, "slippery slopes," or stan­
dards of review - they need a strong 
active hand to ensure their speci.:!! po­
tentials are not forever lost. 
Mankind must come to the realiza­
tion that anything that benefits one , 
benefits all; anything that harms one, 
harms all. No wonder we are paying the 
penalty of ignorance, inhumanity and 
poverty, because we don't realize what 
we're doing to each other. Frances 
Bacon said that "The ancient wisdom of 
the best times did always make a just 
complaint that states we're too busy 
with their laws and too negligent in point 
of education." To guarantee an enlight­
ened future for us all, surely_it is time to 
lift every school age child up where he 
belongs. 
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SBA Committee Members Needed 
ANNOUNCEMENT 11 ! 3rd ROUND 
OF COMMITTEE INTERVIEWS 
THE S.B.A. is seeking individuals to 
interview for the various 
open positions on the following commit-
tees: 
• NEW - LEGAL METHODS COM-
MITTEE 
1 This committee works with the Ad-
ministration in changing and/or main-
taining the structure of the Legal Meth-
ods Program. 
By meeting regularly the committee can 
assess the program's merits and faults 
in an ongoing effort to improve it. 
Through students'observations, direct 
student feedback and discussions, 
student members will be able to offer a 
perspective that has not been present 
thus far .. This committee will consist of 
The Dean, five faculty members, three 
student members and the S.B.A. Presi-
dent. Please submit a letter of intent 
stating your qualifications for and inter-
ests in this committee by Friday, No-
vember9th, box 692. 
2 There is one position open for the 
ANTI-DISCRIMINATION COMMITTEE. 
This committee will focus on the prob-
lem of discrimination against any and all 
persons. Please submit a letter of intent 
stating your qualifications and interests 
in this committee by Friday, Nov. 9th, in 
box 692. · 
3 The LIBRARY COMMITTEE still 
has four student member spaces open. 
4 The BUILDINGS AND COMPUT-
ERS COMMITTEE needs four student 
members to complete this committee 
5 Two STUDENT REPRESENTA-
TIVES TO FACULTY MEETINGS are 
needed. 
6 The CAMPUS CHILDCARE CEN-
TER needs one person to fill a vacant 
board seat. Anyone interested in child-
care facilities and procedures should 
sign up for an interview. 
IMPORTANT II The sign up sheet f 
interviews will be posted on the S.B. 
dooronMonday,Nov.5th. ***NOTICE** 
The Interviews for the LMP COMMI 
TEE,CAMPUSCHILDCAREandANTI 
DISCRIMINATION COMMITTEES wi 
be on Monday NightNovember 12th 
starting at 5p.m. and ending arou 
8p.m Interviews for th 
LIBRARY,BUILDINGS& COMPUTER 
and STUDENT REPS TO FACUL 
MEETINGSCOMMITTEESwillbehe 
on Wednesday night, Nov. 14th, starti 
at 5 p.m. and ending around 7:30 p.m 
For any questions on descriptions 
committee functions, see the copy 
The OPINION posted on S.B.A. door, 
contact JOHN LICATA, Box 443. 
Brid2in2 Discrimination in AIDS Treatment 
continued from page 3 
between reasonable accommodation 
and discrimination. 
The significant dental needs of AIDS 
patients will force society to tum to the 
dental profession in this time of public 
health emergency. Dentists must re-
spond based on scientific facts and not 
fearorprejudice. The reactions of health 
care workers help shape public percep-
tionofboththenatureofthediseaseand 
the risk it presents. If a dentist refuses 
contact with an infected individual, it 
reinforcesunwarrantedpublicfears. The 
occupational risk remains low and pro-
fessional ethics requires dentists to face 
this risk. 
The law in this area, at its best, will 
leave gaps which ethical principles can 
most appropriately fill. But this state-
ment only holds true if the profession 
actually articulates specific and clear 
guidance for its members. Even a stat-
ute prohibiting HIV patient discrimina-
tion by refusal to treat or by unnecessary 
(disguised) referral would still require 
professional interpretation of what con-
stitutes "unnecessary" referral. 
A sound approach to the treatment of 
infectious patients requires dentists to 
recognize the signs and symptoms of 
AIDS based on reasonable and info 
medical judgments, given the state 
medicalknowledgeatthetime. Dentis 
should refer patients with histories 
conditions indicative of HIV infection t 
a physician for diagnostic procedure 
counseling and medical follow-up. On 
patients whose symptoms preclud 
treatment in a private office should r 
ceive special accommodation. Th 
American Dental Association should Ii 
these situations, as comprehensive! 
as medically possible. 
Society needs, and has the right t 
expect, a high standard ofcare from th 
dental profession. Dentistry, in tum, ha 
a long tradition of providing compa 
sionate care to the public and group 
with special needs. Meeting the cha 
lenge of AIDS today will allow dentists t 
enhance their image as a true heali 
profession. However, society mu 
support this ethical tradition with go 
emment-based compensation that shift 
thecostsofoccupationalinfectionsfro 
the dentist to "deeper pockets". Acces 
to dental care remains an importa 
value in our country. Society must no 
begin discussion of all contingency plan 
to protect this value. 
Capital Defense Work 
continued from page 1 
footwork by interviewing witnesses, 
clients, sheriffs. It won't be busy work. 
This stuff needs to be done to insure 
effective counsel. There is possible trial 
work involved, for motions and proce-
dural" work is not uncommrnon. Ms. 
Harrington noted that some students 
come to Texas with a "save the South" 
mentality. She adds that there is some 
basis in the aattitude since "Texas is in 
a class by itself. It's a poor state, the 
judges are elected not appointed, and a 
hang 'em high mentality definitely exists 
here." Capital defense work on such a 
large scale exacts the toll in emotion 
since the Texas Resource Center loses 
most of its cases. Ms. Harrington 
summed up the job description as "gru-
elling work against a stacked-deck, b 
it is the most compelling work a lawy 
can do." 
Mr. Singleton, having extensive exp 
rience in capital defense throughout th 
Southeast and Southwest, describ 
the situation as a corroborative effo 
between the district attorneys and th 
judges. "They think they're running 
slaughterhouse down there, we have t 
make them act like it's a court house. 
Students interested in working at th 
Texas Resource Center in litigatio· 
criminal defense or in obtaining possib 
academic credit are encouraged t 
contact Mr. Palmer Singleton in roo 
526 O'Brian Hall. 
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Of Life Law and Employment Discrimination 
by W.F. Trezevant 
On October 10, 1990, the Supreme 
Court listened to oral arguments in the 
International Union v. Johnson Controls, 
89-1215. TheSupremeCourtistodecide 
the legality of an employer's policy ex-
cluding all women of child bearing age 
regardless of their family status, infertil-
ity, fertility of their sexual partner, age or 
their expressed intent not to bear chil-
dren; from jobs that might expose them 
tothe high levels of lead. The employer, 
Johnson Controls, manufacutes auto-
motive and specialty batteries whose 
primary ingredient is lead which the 
company argues poses a threat to the 
development of unborn fetuses. 
This case deals with fundamental 
questions of equality, discrimination on 
the basis of sex as well as the issues 
underlying the abortion debate and for 
thisreasonis,perhaps,oneofthemosst 
important sex discrimination cases to be 
brought before the high cour since the 
enactment of the 197 4 Civil Rights Title 
VII statute. 
Procedurally, this case is before the 
Supreme Court on the pleadings as the 
district court ruled in favor of Johnson 
Controls based on summary judgment 
motions. On September 26, 1989 the 
SeventhCircuitCourtofAppeals, sitting 
en bane, rendered a decision (7-4) of 
almost seventy pages, with three sepa-
rate dissents, affirming the lower courts 
granting of summary judgment against 
this challenge under the Civil Rights Act 
of 197 4. 
While much of the debate has cen-
tered aaround the ideological and social 
policy concerns of a mandatory fetal 
protection policy, the issue for the Su-
preme Court is considerably narrower. 
The nine justices must decide whether a 
fetal protection policy can be legally 
defended from a Title VII attack using 
either a business necessity defense or a 
bona fide occupational qualification 
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defense. business withoutunduly threatening third gument than the business necessity 
The business necessity defense is a parties. In the case the unborn fetus is argument. However, Johnson Controls 
judicially created test from the early the third party. is attempting to utilize it before the con­
1970's case of Briggs v. Duke Valley. 
This test essentially states that when 
the court is faced with an employer's 
policy which does not disscriminate on 
its face, but rather has a disparate im-
pact by excluding a protected group, a 
business can legally defend itself from a 
discrimination suit if it can prove that the 
policy criteria bears a demonstrable re-
lationship to sucess on the job in ques-
tion. 




Controls uses to justify the exclusion of 
women from jobs due simply to their 
gender is on weak ground, and in fact 
flies directly in the face of the Title VII 
ban on gender discrimination. 
On October 11, 1990, in a debate 
sponsored by the Federalist Society, 
students and faculty listened to oral 
arguments from Professor Lucinda Fin-
ley of UB Law and Lincoln Oliphant, the 
legislative counsel for the Republican 
Study Committee. Mr. Oliphant com-
mented on the use of this defense by 
Johnson Controls by sting that "it takes 
a little bit, maybe too much, of legal 
ingenuity to reach the business neces-
sity defense." 
Johnson Controls also has available 
the BFOQ (Bona Fide Occupational 
Qualification) defense. This statuorily 
created defense holds that an employer 
can defend itself from a suit if it can show 
that the policy practice is reasonably 
necessary to the normal operation of a 
particular business or enterprise. 
Johnson Controls has argued that when 
the employment of a person threatens 
harm to a third party, then the employer 
should be allowed to asser a BFOQ 
defense because asa part of the ordi-
nary and reasonable course of his busi-
ness, he is obligated to conduct his 
This argument is a much stronger ar- ception of the third party. 
Hankering For Our Race Neutral Past 
by Vito Roman 
The walls have voices. All around O'Brian Hall they scream "Race Neutral 
Now!" What this message means, however, eludes me. 
Does it mean that the law school, the government, each and every one of 
us should never consider "race" when we deal with each other, for whatever 
reason? Or does it mean something else? 
Suppose the law school were to refrain from asking applicants questions 
about their "race," and to judge them solely on the merits of whatever other 
criteria their applications contained? What results? The answer, of course, 
would depend on what criteria, outside of "race," the school deemed impor­
tant. More likely than not, it would be the same criteria it deems important now. 
Nevertheless, if we are to satisfy the walls by returning to "Race Neutral[ity] 
Now," shouldn't we ask how "race" became an issue in our national life 
anyway? The answer, apart from being obvious, would have to include a 
reference to the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. Race neutrality to 
Congress then must have meant treating Blacks as equal citizens under the 
laws of the nation. Thus, every subsequent Civil Rights Act enacted by 
Congress, even the vetoed 1990 attempt, could be seen as an attempt to 
promote racial equality by enforcing racial neutrality, i.e., equal (neutral) 
treatment of all races under the law. 
But then, how do we answer the walls? Perhaps the answer lies in the 
writingsoftwo of our fellow law students, both of whom have come out strongly 
against affirmative action. Both these writers, it seems to me, clamor, like the 
walls: "Race Neutral Now!" Writing in The Federalist Papers (Vol. 3 No. 1), one 
of them declares that affirmative action is "discrimination against people of 
European descent" and that it has moved this nation away from the "America 
that-[he] thinks our Forefathers envisioned." The other, writing in these pages 
(10/23/90), condescendingly states that by eliminating affirmative action 
~ "minorities in high positions would no longer be assumed to be less qualified 
than their peers or to have received their positions because of the color of their 
skin." 
This second possible reading of "Race Neutral Now!" however, bothers me. 
Ever since the birth of this nation we have struggled to live up to the meaning 
of that key phrase in the preamble of the Declaration of Independence: All 
Men Are Created Equal. If race neutrality means returning to a time when 
Congress did not meddle in areas where it felt it was important to promote 
equality, then I have no desire to return to that race neutral past. I simply 
cannot forget that in that past the words in the preamble meant not what they 
said, but instead, were given an Orwellian interpretation: Some Men Are 
Created More Equal Than Others 
m 5 II 
What: AWLS General Meeting. 
When: Monday, 11/19 at 5:30 pm. 
Where: First Floor Lounge. 
ANNOUNCEMENT ! ! ! 3rd 
Round Of COMMITTEE INTER­
VIEWS 
TIIE S.B.A is seeking individuals to interview for the various 
open positions on the following committees : 
• NEW - LEGAL METHODS COMMITTEE 
1 This committee works with theAdministration in changing and/ 
or maintaining the structure of the Legal Methods Program. 
By meeting regularly the committee can assess the program's 
merits and faults in an ongoing effort to improve it. Through 
students' 
observations, direct student feedback and discussions, student 
members will be able to offer a perspective that has not been present 
thus far. This committee will consist of The Dean, five faculty 
members, three student members and the S.B.A President. Please 
submit a letter of intent stating your qualifications and interests in 
this committee by Friday, November 9th, box 692. 
2 There is one position open for the ANTI-DISCRIMINATION 
COMMITTEE. This committee will focus on the problem of dis­
crimination against any and all persons. Please submit a letter of 
intent statingyour qualifications and interests in this committee by 
Friday, Nov. 9th, in box 692. 
3 The LIBRARY COMMITTEE still has four student member 
spaces open. 
4 The BUILDINGS AND COMPUTERS COMMITTEE needs four 
student members to complete this committe.e. 
5 Two STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES TO FACULTY MEETINGS 
are needed. .. 
6 The CAMPUS CHILDCARE CENTER needs one person to fill a 
vacant board seat. Anyone interested in childcare facilities and 
procedures should sign up for an interview. 
IMPOR'l'ANT II The sign up sheet for interviews will be posted on 
the S.B.A. door on Monday, Nov. 5th. ••~NOTICE••• The Interviews 
for the I.MP COMMITTEE,CAMPUS CHILDCARE and ANTI­
DISCRIMINATION will be on Monday Night 
November 12th . starting at 5p.m. and ending around 8p.m. 
Interviews for the LIBRARY,BUILDINGS & COMPUTERS and 
STUDENT REPS TO FACULTY MEETINGS COMMITTEES will be 
held on Wednesday night, Nov. 14th, starting at 5 p.m. and ending 
around 7:SO p.m. 
For any questions on descriptions of committee functions, 
see the copy of The OPINION posted on S.B.A. door, or contact 
JOHN LICATA. 
The weekend of November 16 - 18, labor activists and 
environmentalists will be afforded a unique opportu­
n!ty to help build an UNSTOPPABLE COALITION at the 
2ND ANNUAL LABOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONFERENCE. 
The conference will be held in Syracuse, and represen­
tatives &om over 50 environmental and labor groups 
will be on hand to discuss issues of interest and forge 
new connections. The Buffalo Environmental Law 
Society will be organizing transportation and housing 
for anyone interested in attending. Costs are minimal 
($30 - student, $10 - low income), and fee waivers may 
still be available for special cases. For more informa­
:,,,tion, please sign your name on the sheet in the mail­
room, on the BELS board, or leave a note in box #512. 
CANNED FOOD DRIVE 
On Thursday morning, the Labor Law Society will sell coffee and dough­
nuts on the first floor of O'Brian Hall to raise funds for the workers of Local 
#161 Oof the Amalgamated Transit Union. This is the local chapter of the 
Greyhound workers union. 
At the same time, they will accept your donations of canned goods for 
the families of Local #161 O. Please bring canned, nonperishable goods 
with you, or drop them off at the Public Interest/Public Service Office, 509 
O'Brian Hall. 



































Tuesday, 11/6 at 5 p.m. 
Room 210 
Dissent Meeting 
Tuesday, 11/6 at 5 p.m. 
Room 118 O'Brian Hall. 
Opinion General Meeting. 
Wednesday, 11/7, at 3:30 pm. 
Opinion Office, 7th Floor. 
Writers, photographers, etc. WANTED! 
Association ofWomen Law Students Brown 
Bag Lunch. 
Wednesday, 11/7 at 12:30 p.m. 
Faculty Lounge, O'Brian Hall. 
Constance Eve, director ofan alternatives to 
prison incarceration program, will discuss 
her work. 
Domestic Violence Task Force Orientation 
Meeting 
Thursday, 11 /8, 7 - 10 p.m. 
Room 108, O'Brian Hall. 
Panel presentation to raise community 
awareness ofthe issue ofdomestic violence. ' 
Refreshments will follow. Also, a planning 
meeting will be scheduled regarding the 
chance to observe a family court proceeding 
during the first week in December. 
Buffalo Environmental Law Society Bake 
Sale. . 
Monday, 11 / 12 in the morning. 
In front of the law library. 
AWLS Candy Sale 
Thursday and Friday, 11/15 &11/16. 
Buy a "World's Finest Chocolate Bar,. for $1 
from any AWLS member or at the office in 
the basement of O'Brian Hall, room 10. 
One-halfof the proceeds will go to the Linda 
Yalem Scholarship Fund. To participate, 
leave a note in box 401. 
Second Statewide Labor & Environment 
Conference 
Friday- Sunday, 11/16 - 11/18. 
SUNY College of Environment and Forestry, 
Syracuse. 
A meeting ofactivists at a major educational 
conference to build a movement for labor 
and environmental justice. (for more info., 
contact Andrea Sammarco, # 512.) 
Linda Yalem Memorial Run 
Sunday, 11/18 at 9 a.m. 
Starts at Alumni Arena. 
All proceeds will go to the Yalem Scholarship 
fund and Rape Prevention on Campus. 
@~ IIDW@rID 'TI'@rID&WY Y Y 
SBA and Kappa Psi (pharmacy school), are co-sponsoring 
a Blood Drive to be held on Monday. November 5th and 
Tuesday, November 6th. This is a great chance to receive 
a feeling of good will and satisfaction in knowing that you 
are helping to save a life. It only takes about a halfan hour, 
and you get free cookies and orange juice to boot! Stop by 
Monday or Tuesday and help out the American Red Cross. 
HUMAN RIGHTS WEEK 
Nov 12th thru Nov 17th 
Detail Posted Outside Room 408. 
New York 









Again this summer, BAR/BRI prepared more 
law school graduates for the New York Bar Exam 
than did all other bar review 
courses combined. 
BAR REVIEW 
New York's Largest and Most Successful Bar Review Course 
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